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Synopsis
We draw the estimate for the conjugation of the operator exp(-4IDI2) and a Gevrey function.
This estimate that is known in the analytic case can be used to obtain a weighted Carleman estimate
for some operators with partially Gevery coefficient.
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Introduction
Tataru1),2) (see also Hormander3) and Robiano-Zuily4») shows that the unique continuation of
solutions across a time-like surface for the wave equation under the condition that its coefficients
are analytic with respect to the time variable or all the space variables. Tataru's argument can be
applied to the Schrodinger operator as mentioned in his article cited above (see also T'Joen5»). In
this case we can see that the Gevery regularlity with respect to the time varible is sufficient to obtain
the same conclusion. In this paper we show the Gevrey version of the key estimate on a conjugation
of the operator exp(- ~ IDI2 ) and a Gevrey function, which implies the assertion above.
In the following we use the standard notation on the multi-index (see for example Hormander6)
pp. 12-13). We denote by COO(lRn) the set of all inifinitely differentable functions on lRn and by
C~(lRn) the set of all f(x) E COO(lRn) whose supprt is compact set. We denote by !(e) the Fouier
transformation of f(x), that is to say
j(~) = Je-i{x!(x)dx.
Finally C or suffixed C may be different constant line by line.
Almost analytic extension
For s > 1 we denote by G(S) (lRn ) the set of all function f(x) E COO(lRn ) for which to every compact
set K there are positive constants C and r such that for every multi-index a
(x E K),
that is to say, the Gevrey class of order s, and we set G~s)(lRn) == G(s)(lRn)nC~(lRn).
Lemma 1 (Almost analytic continuation). For any f(x) E G~s) (lRn ) , there exists a f(x, y) E coo(lRn x
lRn ) satisfying
f(x,O) == f(x),
f(x, y) is compactly supported with respect to y variables,
x'"Y{)~{):f(x,y) is bouded on lRn x lRn for any multi-indices a,(3"
and for any M ~ 0, there exist positive constants Co, C1 and r such that
Ix'Yo::a:aj!(x,y)1 ~ CorlollaWexp(-~)Iyl s-1
for j == 1,2, · .. ,n and any multi-indices a, (3" satisfying 1(31, .1,1 ~ M, where
- 1
OJ = 2(oXj + iOyj ),
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(2)
(3)
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--....
Remark 1. From (4), we obtain the estimate of [)jf(~, y) the Fourier transformation with respect to
the variable x of 8jf(x, y);
Proof. We choose a function X(x) E C~(lRn) satisfying 0 :::; X(x) :::; 1 and
x(x) == {01 Ixl:::; 1
Ixl·~ 2.
Put
xo(x) == X(x)
(5)
Then we see that
00
LXk(x) = 1
k=O
and for k ~ 1
for k·~ 1.
(6)
(see Hormander7) page 137).
Now we define an almost analytic extension f(x, y) of f(x) by
where the contant Coo is picked so that
-1 3o< Coo < 27- Co
where Co is the constant appearing in (8).
First we show the convergence of (9). For y and ~ satisfying
X(2k(1-~)-.JL)Xk(~) =I 0
Coo
with k ~ 1, we see from (7) that Iyl ~ 2Co02k ( ~-1) and 2k - 1 ~ I~I ~ 2k+1, which imply
while (8) implies
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(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
Hence
from (10)
k
:::; exp( -40002s). (11)
Then we see the convergence of (9). Futhermore we see that f(x, y) E coo(]Rn x ]Rn). From (7)
follows f(x,O) == f(x).
Since
is holomorphic, we see that
We see from (11) or its proof that
Ix(j) (2k(1-~Cy )ei(x-y)ej(~)xk(~) I~ C exp(-2Coo2~ - 2coi" 1 Iyl- 8':1 ),
00
which shows the (4) for Q == (3 == , == O. For the estimates for derivatives of f(x, y) and Bjf(x, y), we
first remark that f(x, y) == 0 for Iyl 2:: 2000 and
(x + iy)'Yac;Jei(x+iy)ej(~)Xk(~)d~ = Jei(x+iy)e(i8e)'Y(ffo)(~)Xk(~))d~
where j(a)(x) == 8~f(x). From the definition of GbS ) (JRn) , we obtain the estimate similar to (8);
from which follows, by using Cauchy's integral formula,
where the constant 0 may depend on ,. The estimate above implies the boundedness of x"Y{)~aef(x, y)
and (4). D
The estimate of conjugation
We denote by exp(-~IDI2) with ~ > 0 the operetor defined by
exp(-%IDI 2 )u = Jeixe-!leI2u(~)dt
where dt = ~;)nd~.
Then we ave the following;
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Proposition 1. Let be f(x) E G~s)(JRn) and f(x,y) an almost analytic extension of f(x) enjoying the
properties (1), (2), (3) and (4) of Lemma 1. Then we have for any U E cgo(JRn)
IlexP(-~IDI2)f(x)u(x) - fW(x,8D)exP(-~IDI2)u(x)11 S Ce-clr~lIull (12)
with the positive constants C and C1 independent of 8 and u(x), where fW(x,8D) is a pseudo-
differential operator quantized in Weyl sense with its symbol f(x, 8e) that is to say
and II · II is L2-norm.
Proof. Let be ¢(x) E cgo(JRn). We first remark that
I ¢J(x)fW(x, 8D)g(x)dx = III ~(_~)eix(-H1/) f(x, ~(~ + 'f/))fJ('f/)dtdiJdx. (13)
Then we see that
is equal to
(14)
JII e-!1~12_ix~ f(x, O)eix1/u('f/)~(-~)diJdxdt
-III eix(-~+1/) f(x, ~(~ + 'f/))e-!11/12u('f/)~(-~)diJdxdt (15)
where we used (1).
We put for 0 ~ v ~ !
and define F(v) by
F(v) = III G(v)u('f/)~(-~)diJdxdt·
Then we see that (15) is equal to
8 1! dF(O) - F( -) = - -F(v)d v.
2 0 dv
Since
d:G(v) = i i)~k + 'f/k)8xkG(v) + ei(1/-~)(x+iv(1/H)-!1~12 i)~k + 'f/k)(~akf(x, v(~ + 'f/)),
k=l k=l
then by the integration by parts we obtain for 0 ~ v ~ !
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Then in order to obtain (12), we have only to show that for 0 ~ v ~ !
d -1
'dvF(V)I::; Ce-C1528=Tllu(~)III1¢(_~)II.
Therefore, taking account of (16), we have only to show that for 0 ~ v ~ ~ and 1 ~ k ~ n
where
Since
and the estimate (5) and (2) implies that
--::::-- lie 1/(~k+17k)akf(~-17,v(~+17))1 ~ -Cexp(-C2 Ie-11/ S - 1 ),
v /v(e + 17)/"-1
then we see that
Hence we see that (18) is valid, if we get for 0 ~ v ~ ~
(17)
(18)
2 8 2 1 C1 1-1
-VI111 -(--v)lel -C21~-17ls- 1 ~-C3(le-17l)s-C4V2"-I. (19)
2 IV(~+17)I"-1
If I~ + 171 ~ 41~ - 171, then
From Young's inequality
-1
with Q == 2s~1' we see that the right hand side majorates CV 2,,-I. If Ie + 17/ 2:: 4/~ - 171, we see from
I~ + 17/ ~ 21171 + I~ - 171 that
Since
follows from Young's inequality with Q == 2s~1' then (19) is valid in the case also. Therefore (19) is
valid always. Hence the proof of Proposition is completed. 0
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Remarks on unique continuation
First remark that for the operator Q~ with T > 0 defined by
we have from Propsition 1
(20)
and for any t > 0
(21)
which follows from
The estimate (21) implies that the operator D y can be considered as an operator of order s. Taking
account of these estimates and the arguments of Tataru1),2) or Hormander3), we see t4at the following
is valid.
Let s > 1 and
P = L aa,{3(x,y)D~D~
lo:l+sl{jl~m
where the coefficients ao:,f3(x, y) are smooth and Gevrey of order s with respect to the variables y in
a neighborhood of the origin of lR~l x lR~2. We put
Po(X, y,~) = L aa,O(x, y)~a.
lo:l=m
We assume that the C2-real function </>(x, y) satisfy </>x(O, 0) =1= 0 and the condition of strictly pseudo-
convex for Po(x, 0, ~)at the origin. Furthermore we assume that Po(x, y,~) satisfies one of the following
conditions;
1. Po(x, y,~) is elliptic
2. all the coefficients of Po(x, y,~) are real and independent of y variables,
then the following unique continuation holds; If a smooth solution u of Pu == 0 on a neighborhood V
of the origin satisfies
supp u nV c {(x, y) E lR~l X lR~2 I ¢(x, y) ~ ¢(O,O) },
then u == 0 near the origin.
Indeed under these conditions we can draw the Carleman estimates for Q~eT1/;(X,y)u modulo e-CT _
terms by following Tataru1),2) or Hormander3) and using (20), (21). Then we obtain the desired
conclusion.
The details will be discussed in elsewhere.
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